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 Everything said in these notes is my opinion. I have not been paid or given any perks from a developer to write about their
game. I only write about games I'm interested in, and I only have enough spare time to play games and write about them. The
occasional non-dev-written changelog. The campfire is over, the coals are cold. Gameloft never really appreciated Campfire's
community. They only paid attention to the people who actively bought their games, and only listened when they saw a lot of
money. Campfire itself barely existed, besides some modders (which were quickly abandoned), so the public never really felt
listened to. Even if Campfire was not a success, I would have been happy with a simple thank you for their hard work. The

game is on indefinite hiatus now, so we won't get any updates anymore. The full changelog is now published, it's quite long, and
the updates and releases are now archived in the full changelog. For those who would rather not read the full changelog, here are
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the highlights: Compatibility: You must now also have Steam installed to use Campfire Pro. Added and fixed: Fixed missing
freecam for ATI. Added support for both 32-bit and 64-bit user accounts on Windows 7. Downloads and installation: Added an
auto-updater. User interface: Added more interactive feedback when scrolling. Multiplayer: added online scoreboard. Fixed and
improved: Always running AOI. Tuned online experience. Improved online performance. Allowed for player to set FPS to 60.
Misc: Added more than one language. Videos are now re-saved when closing the app. Added a disabled "intro" sound effect.
Improved error and exception handling. Added handling for more than 10 threads. Fixed and added: Settings: "Sound" option

now applies to single-player. Fixed and added: 82157476af
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